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A3-4. Receiver Assembly Drawings
This section contains the assembly drawings of the receiver unit. Table A3-4-1 is
the list of drawings in this section.
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Table A3-4-1. Receiver Assemblies
Title
Receiver Set
TV Input Buffer Register
Group Sync and Demultiplexer
Delta Demodulator
Sample Timing
D/A and Demux Switches
Amplitude Shaper and Output Buffer
Reconstructor
Receiver Buffer Control A
Receiver Buffer Control B
TV Sync Generator
Fano Metric Logic
Fano Branch Sync and Syndrome Generator
Fano Memory I/O
Fano Switch Panel
Fano Error Shift Register
Fano Syndrome and Delay Registers
Fano Scratch Pad Memory
Fano Scratch Pad Memory and Driver




























Viterbi Register Exchange Logic
Viterbi Majority Bit Decision
Viterbi Branch Sync
Viterbi Incremental Correlation Calculator
Viterbi SC Comparator A
Viterbi SC Comparator B
Viterbi SC Storage A
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TO BE CONNECTED TO G-PIN. USE ITEMS 6 AND
7 TO INSTALL CAPACITOR.
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